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FIRST VISIT FACIAL 
60 MINUTES $100
Trusting someone new with your face is 
a big deal, so let’s get to know you, and 
your skin. Includes; 40 minute facial, 1 
skin treat, full consult, skin analysis & 
recommend home care. This is your first 
step to a glowing bebe face.

50 MINUTE FACIAL $90
Our signature ritual with time to dive a little 
deeper and address a main skin concern.

Included localised extractions.

Perfect for monthly maintenance.

70 MIN FACIAL $140
Comprehensive focus on specific skin 
concerns to get to your skin goal sooner.

Includes 2 skin treats of your choice.

Best for targeted results.

Every facial uses a custom product process to what your skin needs 
at the time of the appointment including a skin analysis & suggested 
products your skin will need to thrive. 

GLOW 
& 
GO 
FACIALS

Hey Bebe, welcome to your skin’s new place to chill. Not sure 
what your skin needs? No worries, that’s our job! Simply choose 
your time frame, review pricing, pick a skin treat, add a skin 
revive. Or don’t. It’s your facial, your way.

First time clients are required to book for a first visit facial, after 
which you are welcome to stay for longer or get away sooner.

30 MINUTE FACIAL $60 
Skin refresh & quick boost for a skin 
SOS, perfect for pre event or post travel.

Included spot extraction.

Your little skin TLC.



BOOSTERS

SKIN TREAT $20 EA
Pro tools & treatments with no 
added time to any facial.

Blueberry Detox
Enzyme therapy
Lip plumper
Eye concentrate
High frequency
Serum infusions
Face lift massage
Extra extractions
Skin Tightening RF

SKIN REVIVE $50 EA
Pro peels & masques with instant 
results and zero downtime.

Can do up to two in 50 or 
70 min facials. 

LED light therapy
Mangosteen Peel
Advanced Lactic Peel
Illuminating Peel
Frozen Collagen Fleece Masque
Algae Peel Off Masque

SKIN RESET $160-$500
Herbal Activ B & C Peels are your 
natural alternative to 
harsh microdermabrasion or 
derma needling.

B Peel has a minimal visible skin 
reset & downtime.

C Peel is your next step up with 
full skin rejuvenation.

Combat major skin concerns, ask 
to learn more.



TIME TO GET GLOWING BEBE
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